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Yes! You can still buy your dream home in Europe – here's how

It’s not as di�cult as you might think, promise. With the right help and advice, the post-

Brexit regulations are straightforward

By Arabella Youens

5 April 2022 • 12:26pm

When Britain left the EU at the end of  January 2020, some estate agents based in France,

Spain and Portugal held their breath. They had traditionally earned their keep selling

properties to British sun- (and snow-) seekers – would they still want to buy? Would a raft

of new regulations, varying from  country to country, put them o�?
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But a year on, almost all of that nervousness has gone away. Long before freedom

of movement and residency was introduced by the  Maastricht Treaty of 1992, British

buyers had staked their claim on the Spanish costas, in the Tuscan hills and the French

Alps.

Back then, the process of buying property in Europe involved plenty of red tape. To a  -

certain extent, things have gone full circle: the red tape is back. But with the right  attitude,

and advice, it need not prevent us from following our dreams.

This was the case for Northumberland-based Carol Hodgson-Brunniche, 50, and her

husband, Ian Brunniche, 51. They decided to bite the bullet and buy themselves a 100-

year-old stone-built farmhouse in  Corrèze, the southernmost department of the Limousin

region, after they had spent an “amazing” three-week holiday in France last summer.

As a pharmacist and primary care worker, Carol had put in some long hours at work

during the pandemic. “My husband and I had been dreaming about owning a holiday

home in Europe that could one day be our retirement home for many years. Then the

pandemic struck. It made me really think about what I wanted from life.

“Our �rst thought was to buy in Italy, but we ruled that out after discovering the cost of

living there is one of the highest in Europe.”

Pick a passport

The other way around the time limit is to look into ancestry. O�cial �gures published last

year revealed that more than 420,000 Irish passports had been issued in Britain since the

vote to leave the European Union; for perspective, fewer than 50,000 were issued in 2015.

“The second you have a European passport, these problems with residency melt away,”

adds Neilson. It makes sense for those who can take advantage. For now, the limit on the

time the Hodgson-Brunniches can spend in France is �ne. “But my husband is Irish on

one side and Danish on the other, so we will look into getting a European passport for him

in due course,” she says.

Spain

Demand for property throughout Spain – traditionally the most popular country for Brits

wanting holiday homes – is strong. “With the uncertainty of Brexit, people put their plans



on hold for such a long time,” says Joanna Leverett, of estate agent Cluttons. “Now the dust

has settled, coupled with plenty of  people wanting a post-pandemic change in lifestyle,

the appetite from British buyers has been high.”

The process of buying as a non-EU national is relatively straightforward, with one

exception. Currently, anyone buying a rural property on certain parts of the coastline in

Spain needs to apply for a military permit (see case study) – something that has caught

many by surprise. This is essential – without it, the Spanish equivalent of the land registry

will not register the purchase, according to Will Besga, of Mallorca Law. However, it’s

assumed that at some point the Spanish and British governments will sign a treaty to

remove this anachronistic requirement.

For those looking down the golden visa route, the minimum investment is €500,000

(£422,000), but the average spend is closer to €750,000, with more than 80 per cent

choosing locations near the coast, acc ording to �gures from Sphere Estates.

France

As the dust settles on Brexit, accom modations are being made by the French government.

“The mood is more conciliatory now,” believes  Harvey. Recently, it announced that UK

citizens with homes in France will pay a 7.5 per cent social levy, rather than the 17.2 per

cent social charges (prélèvements sociaux) when selling or renting their property.

“European and French courts ruled that the 17.2 per cent rate had been wrongly paid by

British citizens since the UK left the European Union on  January 31 2021,” explains Kate

Everett-Allen, of Knight Frank research. “Instead, the ruling con�rmed that social charges

should not be paid by individuals if they are already contributing to another European

country’s social security system.”

Challenges remain around securing �nancing for a property, warns Leverett. “Cash

buyers are �ne, but French banks are very tricky about lending to non-EU citizens.”

Demand from Britons looking to move full-time to France has,  nevertheless, surprised

local estate agents. “We expected the opposite to be true post-Brexit, as there had been

such a mad rush to get in before the deadline,” says Joanna Leggett, of  Leggett Immobilier.

“This probably goes to show that cultural factors are given far greater  importance than

economic or political factors.”



In practice, she adds, “it remains very easy to buy property in France – it is a well-

regulated market, and the buyer is well protected”.

Portugal

As many as half of British buyers looking to buy in Portugal through Cluttons are wanting

to secure a visa with their property. The golden visa programme has given the residential

property market a boost, but it’s important that buyers do their due diligence before in -

vest ing, warns Robert Green of Sphere Estates. “Many properties that o�er the golden visa

are overpriced, so compare with others before committing. Also remember that the

minimum investment requirement – €400,000 – is normally required net of mortgage

�nancing.”

If your stake in Portuguese property is worth more than €600,000, you would attract a

wealth tax of between 0.4 per cent and 1.5 per cent each year, depending on value and

how the property is held. However, a €600,000 relief per person means couples with joint

ownership only face this tax on properties exceeding €1.2 million, and then only on the

value above this, says Jason Porter of Blevins Franks.

Italy

Alessandro Deghè, of Serimm in Lucca (which partners with Knight Frank), says Brexit has

done nothing to dampen the enthusiasm for the British to buy in Tuscany. “It’s the

opposite: we’ve had a large increase in sales during the pandemic. If anything, among

those who can a�ord to own a second home, the pandemic has made them keener to buy

than ever – Brexit isn’t an issue.”

The practicalities of buying haven’t changed at all; there is still a lot of paperwork.

Fuelling some of the demand at the top end of the market is the �at-rate tax for high net

worth immigrants. Introduced in 2017, it allows applicants who wish to reside in Italy a �at

rate of €100,000pa on all their non-Italian sourced income. The government stipulates

that applicants must not have lived in Italy for nine out of the previous 10 years and they

must own or rent a property in the country. “For that end of the market, it’s proved very

popular,” says Deghè.





Judy and Peter Moorhouse have bought 18th-century Al Bastini, near Lucca

Peter and Judy Moorhouse would like “a bit more �exibility” when it comes to how long

they can spend in their recently acquired six-bedroom villa, 15 minutes outside Lucca in

Tuscany – but it’s not a big concern. Standing on a terraced hillside with 80 olive trees and

views across the valley, Al  Bastini dates from the 18th century.

“We are serious Italophiles and spend many holidays in Italy,” explains Peter, a business

consultant and coach. “We love opera and so when it came to deciding on where to buy,

Lucca seemed the best choice. Not only is it one of the most beautiful walled cities in the

world, but it is the birthplace of Puccini and an opera festival is held in his name each year.

“Taking the advice of our agent [Alessandro Deghè], we chose to buy within easy distance

of Lucca – which is vibrant all year round – as we knew we wanted to rent the house out

when we’re not there.” The overall experience of buying was smooth. “Yes, it took a long

time, but really because of Covid rather than Brexit. My advice would be to �nd a good

agent – ours was exceptional – and a knowledgable surveyor, as land in Italy can be

divided in various parcels. Our seven acres was divided into 24 patchwork pieces. Perhaps

the most challenging thing about the buying process was trying to get a pet passport for

our pooch – no one has quite �gured out the system yet.”



Pastoral bliss in Italy awaits

No go: Austria

Brexit has e�ectively killed the dream for UK buyers in Austria, says Giles Gale, of Alpine

Property Finders. “Inquiries from the UK for Austria are down 90 per cent – those that

come in are from UK-based EU passport-holders. Austria has tightened the rules for EU

citizens, meaning that in many cases they are obliged to rent out their property when not

using it personally. As a result, many UK buyers have shifted their search to the Swiss and

French Alps.”

Andrew Mortimer was one who had to make a switch. He has skied in Zell am See and

Kaprun for more than 10 years and loves the area. “When we started looking in January

last year, we were advised that it was no longer possible for UK citizens to buy. We were

not aware of this prior to Brexit, otherwise we would have brought forward our purchase.

There are certain exceptions for designated Zweitwohnsitz (second-home apartments),

but these are almost impossible to �nd.”

Jim dunn, 73, and Arthur Whieldon, 83

Over the past three decades, we’ve bought and sold �ve houses on Mallorca. We love the

island. When we sold our last house, a trad itional �nca near Santa Maria, we brie�y �irted



with the idea of buying a place in Sicily, before ruling that out for various  reasons,

including concerns we had regarding security.

Arthur and Jim in Palma, Mallorca. They’ve bought a farmhouse on the island

Last October, we found a run-down farmhouse for sale near Felanitx, in the relatively

underdeveloped south-eastern corner of the island. It hadn’t been touched since the 1950s

– we couldn’t resist. We quickly made plans to restore it into a six-bedroom house,

landscape the gardens, plant an olive grove and vineyard. We expect to move in around

December. It’s taken a fair old time.

What didn’t help was the buying process. We weren’t concerned about Brexit getting in

the way. Having owned on the island for so long, we must be registered with every local

government department there is, but this time – as a result of Brexit – we hit an

unexpected bureaucratic roadblock. A law that dates back to Franco’s days states that any

non-EU citizens buying in the Spanish countryside must �rst apply for a military permit.

As if we had any intention of building an airport and launching an attack on the island –

it’s daft.



They’ve bought a farmhouse on the island

Acquiring this permit added about four months to the buying process – the time it took for

the relevant paperwork to be rubber-stamped. And my advice, as ever, would be to get a

good lawyer. Ours has got us out of all sorts of potential scrapes. Local councils in Spain –

like in many places – are drowning in bureaucracy. It’s a stop-start, stop-start process. But

we love it here – we spent Christmas in Mallorca in glorious sunshine – and love taking on

projects, so it’s totally self-in�icted.”

Jim Dunn

Paul davies, 67, and Robert Orford, 57

We had been toying with the idea of buying a place in France for about �ve years. We are

both getting towards an age of semi-retirement and had in mind the idea of moving from

our home in Northamptonshire, but we didn’t know whether we wanted to commit full-

time to France or play it safe.



Paul and Robert inside their renovated early-19th-century French former village bakery

In the end, we decided we would divide our time: buying a city-centre �at in Liverpool

and an early-19th-century  former bakery in a village in the Dordogne. We thought Brexit

would be a major barrier – but then we remembered that the British had bought property

in France long before we even joined the EU, so we thought it must still be possible.

In September last year, we found what we wanted: the barn lies just 10 miles from

Bergerac airport, which operates �ights to Liverpool from April to October. What has

helped the whole process a lot is that the experience of buying property in France is more

transparent and trackable than it is here in England. While our home in Liverpool took

seven months to buy instead of three, the French system requires sticking to a strict

timetable. Despite the disruptions caused by the Omicron Covid variant, it only delayed

completing our purchase by six days. That gives you tremendous con�dence.



Robert painting in the kitchen; and enjoying the view outside

At the moment, the limit on the time Britons are allowed to spend in Europe is

manageable. We’re so happy in France, though – our neighbours have made us feel

extremely welcome, despite the fact that our French isn’t good – that we’ll have to look

towards securing residency here to overcome the limit on the time we can stay. It’s a bit

more complicated and will cost a bit, but nothing that we can’t overcome.

Paul Davies

For sale

£1.2m ⇒ townhouse, Binissalem, Mallorca

Beautifully refurbished, in a wine-growing area. cozy-homes-immobilien.com

https://www.cozy-homes-immobilien.com/en/0__327_suche1_3_daup/binissalem-exclusive-village-house-in-binissalem.html


£493,000 ⇒13-bedroom house, France

Within walking distance of the town of Périgueux, in the Dordogne;

frenchestateagents.com

https://www.frenchestateagents.com/french-property-for-sale/view/92331JTO24/house-for-sale-in-p%C3%A9rigueux-dordogne-aquitaine-france


From £469,000 ⇒ 1�5 bedroom apartments, Portugal

Located at the Ombria Resort, on the Algarve, opening shortly; sphereestates.com

https://www.sphereestates.com/ombria-resort-viceroy-hotel/


£1.9m ⇒ 4�5 bedroom villa, Italy

In Bagno a Ripoli, on the outskirts of Florence, Tuscany; knightfrank.co.uk

£7.2m ⇒ 11 bedroom Finca, Mallorca

A country property in Pollensa, with olive groves and orchards; mallorcasouthwest.com

https://www.knightfrank.co.uk/properties/residential/for-sale/bagno-a-ripoli-florence-tuscany-italy/flo012167870
https://mallorcasouthwest.com/en/mallorca-property/marvellously-charismatic-property-for-sale-in-pollensa
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